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Police, Please Stop Catching Us Speeding
by Brandon Earley
It was January 31st, and I
was making my usual journey up
Spencer Hill for class and running
a little late, so I was already on
the verge of irritation. As we all
know, to make it up Spencer Hill,
you must have your accelerator
almost through the floor of your
car. This unfortunately wastes

precious gasoline that would be
nearly impossible for us to purchase
without the gas cards made available to students. As we all know,
the speed limit at the top of Spencer
Hill is 45 mph. This particular, day,
however, I was NOT driving 45
mph and was pulled over by a police officer and handed a ticket. I
am sure you can imagine the delight

that was written on my face. It is
utterly appalling and unoriginal of
police officers to be sitting outside
of a college and clocking students
on their way to class just to meet
their quota for the month.
Continued on Page 3

Please continue to page 3, where Kelsey Johnson; a member of the Crier staff, responds
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Student Spin: What do like/dislike about The Crier?

Carrie Watt: I really like
the coverage of campus
issues and Penny's Pet
Peeves! I would like to
see political cartoons and
maybe a healthy recipes
section.

Andrea Koehler: I like
how The Crier keeps students informed about campus issues. You could add
a comic section! My complaint is that I do think the
paper can be politically a
bit too one-sided.

Laurelle Bryington:
"The World's Coolest
Humans" really made
me laugh.

Derek Hoyt: The Crier
has too many articles
about Occupy Wall Street
and politics in general.
The paper could use more
articles on arts and culture.
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Police Please Stop Catching Us Speeding
Continued from page 1
I am sure you can imagine
the delight that was written on my
face. It is utterly appalling and
unoriginal of police officers to be
sitting outside of a college and
clocking students on their way to
class just to meet their quota for
the month. You should be proud
of yourselves, officers! I completely understand that police officers have a job to do just as anyone else, but I am sure there must
be an area not too far away full of
people that are wealthy enough to

pay the tickets those police officers
so willingly hand over rather than
college students with barely two
dimes to rub together. I would be
much more understanding and willing to pay a ticket if I had been
speeding in an area full of young
children running about, or even
near the Elmira campus in the middle of town. However, Spencer
Hill’s most frequent traffic is those
traveling to and from Corning Community College. It is extremely sad
that as usual, it is the individuals
who are on the path of bettering

their lives and becoming successful who are the ones being punished. It would be a grand gift to
the college community if we
were all no longer targets of police quotas and could drive into
school to receive the education
we are paying for. However, until that happens, make sure you
drive slowly on Spencer Hill at
the end of the month.
-Brandon Early

Protecting and Serving
By: Kelsey Johnson
Last Thursdays low temperatures and wintery precipitation gave CCC Safety and local
law enforcement the opportunity
to remind students and staff why
they it is so vital that they enforce
and serve.
At approximately 9 am,
both Powderhouse Road and Bailey Creek Road were congested
due to accidents. Local emergency
medical services teamed up with

Public Safety to assist persons involved and to redirect traffic allowing others to safely attend their
classes.
Unfortunately, situations
like this aren’t uncommon. The
climb to the main campus may
seem effortless after driving it every
day, but it is important to remember
how dangerous it really is. Each
road consists of steep inclines,
sharp turns, and narrow shoulders.
In good weather, a simple distrac-

tion can result in a tragic crash.
This is why Public Safety, the
Corning Police department, and
the State Police work hard to enforce speed limits, stop signs, and
to prevent distracted driving.
As frustrating as it is to
receive a ticket, we should all
thank these officers for helping to
keep us safe.

Please weigh in on this or any other issue you face at our school, email your suggestions, complaints and diatribes to CCCCrier@gmail.com, chances are there are other students who feel
the same way!
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Welcome your new Senators!
Just as we are all getting settled
into our routines, Student Senate
has kicked off the semester with
four new senators. I’m Kris Hall,
the sole returning senator for our
spring semester. This is my last
semester at CCC, and will be continuing on to get my Bachelor’s
degree in Literature from SUNY
Geneseo. I love to help people,
and I encourage anyone to stop by
our office with an issue, compliment, or just to chat. Brent Pryslopski is a second year Humanities
and Social Science major. He has
joined our senate with tremendous
enthusiasm and a relentless drive
to accomplish any and all goals
we set. Brent is here for you and
will be the voice for your rights,
so come to visit him anytime. This
is Senator Josiah Hinterberger’s

first semester at CCC, and he’s majoring in Liberal Arts: Math & Science. Josiah is about communication; he wants to hear what you
have to say about our college campus, whether positive or negative.
Katie Dunning – unlike a lot of first
year college students – knows her
future plans. After majoring in
Business Administration at CCC,
she plans to receive her Bachelor’s
degree in Accounting. Katie is incredibly compassionate; if you need
someone to talk to, she’s all ears.
Last but certainly not least is Grace
Balthazor, who is majoring in Nursing for her first semester here at
CCC. Grace is bubbly, fun, and full
of energy. She brings a spark to
student senate, and hopes to really
make an impression on our campus.
Now that you’ve gotten to know us

a bit, you might be wondering
what Student Senate is about. Senate is basically the middleman
between the student body and the
big dogs. If you have an issue or
complaint, come to us and we will
bring it to the respective person’s
attention. It’s also our job to let
you, the students, know about any
changes or events that affect you
on our campus. We welcome you
to come visit us anytime; our office is located in the lower level of
the commons. Here’s to an exciting new semester!

- Kristen Hall, Student Senate

The Littering and Vandalism at CCC
By Roland C. Brown
Last semester I noticed
littering and some cases of vandalism around campus. So far this
year many of us have noticed this
ongoing problem at CCC. Some
students that attend the Elmira
campus have told me it is a problem there as well. We are not even
a quarter of the way through the
spring semester and the littering
and vandalism are already becoming more of an issue than last semester. Instead of walking the
few feet to put their trash in a garbage can students are throwing it
on the ground, and in the men’s

bathroom on the first floor of the
commons building someone has
broken off a piece of plastic on one
of the new toilet paper dispensers.
These are just a couple of examples.
We are in college and we all should
show some pride in our school. It
seems to me as though some people
just do not care what CCC looks
like.
Well consider this: we all
have to pay for the actions of what
a few people do. Are we all not
responsible for our own actions?
Littering and vandalism are
crimes. If these things keep going
on like they are the College Board

may set in to affect new rules,
with penalties for anyone caught
committing these crimes. I am
tired of seeing the mess, and I
know that others are too. Our tuitions pay for things like the new
toilet paper dispensers and the
maintenance crew that works to
keep the grounds at CCC pleasant.
I know I do not like to waste
money. No one should have to
hold your hand like a child and tell
you to pick up after yourselves
and not to break things. So the
bottom line is people need to grow
up and act like adults.
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The Answer (Die Antwoord)

by Maxwell Harvey Sampson
Die Antwoord is a self-proclaimed “Fre$, futuristik flame-throw-flow-freeking, zef rap-rave krew
from da dark dangerous depths of Afrika” Die Antwoord consists of rappers Ninja and Yolandi Visser as
well as producer DJ Hi-Tek all of whom are lowermiddle class native Caucasian South Africans.
Yolandi’s voice has been described as sounding as if it
were something out of Japanamation. They hit the spotlight after a music video of theirs went viral. The video
starred one of the oldest living survivors of Progeria,
which is an illness that causes you head to grow abnormally large. The content of the video transformed what
would normally be an ordinary rap song into an Internet sensation. Shortly after this video became popular
they were noticed by some big time producers, like
Diplo (producer and co-writer of the song Paper Planes
by M.I.A.) who produced their next single on the repackaged version of the album. The video for the song
Evil Boy took their style to a whole new level. The

video featured massive wooden tribal looking statues
that donned large erections. The song features a homophobic rap in the South African language of Xhosa
which is a tad ironic due to the fact that DJ HIi-Tek is
openly gay himself. The video is the epitome of Die
Antwoord style who often rap about unusual topics such
as menstruation.
So as you may wonder by now, why I would
write this article if they are so gross and abnormal. I
write this because I am in love with this band. What sets
them apart is the fact that they are so self-aware. They
know they are different and they exploit it. They are big,
bloated, disgusting, caricatures of modern rap music. If
you follow the history of the lead singer you can see his
progression into this “Ninja” character. I do feel like
fool driving through downtown Corning blaring Fish
Paste but I feel it is almost a joke that I’m playing on
myself. I become the caricature of a rap music fan. Their
new album Ten$ion just came out and I got to say it’s a
great sophomore album. It maintains their same gross
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style (With songs like “You Make a Ninja
Want to Fuck”) while still obtaining a more
produced – cleaner sound.
Die Antwoord surprisingly dropped
themselves from Interscope Records after a
dispute. Interscope is something of a big
name and is home to Lady Gaga, Madonna,
50 cent, Eminem, and the Yeah Yeah Yeahs.
The group left Interscope to start their own
record label “Zef Recordz” It’s likely they
will do just fine on their own. I imagine their
fanbase will admire their decision. It just
seems like a typically Die Antwoord thing to
do.
I recently had the chance to go see
them live which was a total experience. I left
the show in a great state. Yolandi came onto
stage wearing solid black contact lenses
which gave her a demonic, ethereal quality
that added to her already intense presence.
They are quite unusual; picking them up for
the first time is like picking up a book your
friend recommended to you, while you may
be initially reluctant, they are worth investigating. I feel like you either love them, or
you’ve never heard of them. For most people
the latter is the case.
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The Die Hard Liberal
We Have Suffered Enough!
By Paolo Cremidis
Its time we stop letting these people the
“conservatives” use
the notion of cutting
our budgetary items
as an excuse to attack
anyone who disagrees
with them. They use
the argument of calling the new budget proposed by president Obama as failed
solutions to the same problems, but wait! Wasn’t it the deregulation and the tax cuts for the “job creators” that
brought down the market in 2008? How can these people
blame the one trillion dollar deficit on Social Security when
according to the Congressional budget office since it is
funded by a special payroll tax it is completely independent
of the deficit and solvent. If people want to talk about the
same solutions repealing regulation and destroying the EPA
sets us up for another bailout which the G.O.P will deem
necessary. Folks it’s a vicious cycle that the party of no
keeps using to justify their positions, a cycle based on lies.
Continued on Back Page

Fallen Celebrities
by Issac Miles
As most of us have heard
from news broadcastings and
online articles, Whitney Houston
has passed away. The American
music industry lost a pop singing
sensation and innovator to unknown causes. The death of the
megastar has created a stir of
mixed emotions among fans and
people that know her. For example: the public is concerned with
knowing whether she cracked under the pressure of the red carpet
lifestyle. It raises the question of
whether human behavior changes

post-stardom? Many stars exhibit
behaviors like abusing drugs, depression and addiction to prescription medication. We ask ourselves
if this is because of the long chain
of celebrities who have experienced
similar deaths. Famous people like
Elvis Presley, Michael Jackson,
Heath Ledger, Anna Nicole Smith
and Amy Winehouse, just to name a
few, all suffered from drug overdoses. These tragedies are particularly ironic thinking about how
many people dream they could one
day be a famous singer, dancer, actor, musical composer, etc. If you

look at the possible consequences
of stardom, however, you will see
that eventually it destroys the
person you set yourself out to be.
A valuable lesson that could be
learned from watching these
deaths of Hollywood’s wellknown celebs is to know who
you are at all costs. Pressure exists in everyone’s everyday lives,
but the key to overcoming it is by
controlling the urge or fascination to do something you might
later regret.
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Don’t Forget To Watch!

By Brandon Earley
The most glamorous and
prestigious night in film is upon us
once again! The nominees have
been announced, the host has been
chosen, and the red carpet is being
vacuumed. That's right; the 84th
annual Academy Awards are being
held on Sunday, February 26th
2012 at 7:00pm on ABC and are
being hosted by Billy Crystal. Numerous films are released throughout the year containing countless
performances; however, the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and
Sciences nominates individuals who
demonstrate only the highest level

of excellence in various platforms
of the film industry including acting, writing, and directing. Being
the most prominent film award in
the world, the Academy Awards
have been built around a long and
rich history that began in 1929 at
the Hollywood Roosevelt Hotel.
Tickets to the very first Oscars were
sold for only $5.00 each. How
times have changed! What has not
changed is the well-deserved recognition that is given to films that
would otherwise go unnoticed. The
Academy Awards not only recognize mainstream film, but also independent film and film shorts that

are created throughout the year. It is
crucial that everyone is made aware
of the unbelievable work done by
the film industry every year in order
to ensure it will never become a lost
art. This Sunday evening, take a
break from those stressful essays,
and enjoy a night that celebrates
some of the finest talent in the
world. If you miss it, you will miss
a night that will forever become a
part of film history! Below are
some of the nominees of this year’s
award ceremony.

Actress in a Leading Role

Actress in a Supporting Role

Meryl Streep (The Iron Lady)

Octavia Spencer (The Help)

Viola Davis (The Help)

Melissa McCarthy (Bridesmaids)

Michelle Williams (My Week with Marilyn)

Janet McTeer (Albert Nobbs)

Glenn Close (Albert Nobbs)

Jessica Chastain (The Help)

Rooney Mara (The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo)

Bérénice Bejo (The Artist)

Actor in a Leading Role

Actor in a Supporting Role

Jean Dujardin (The Artist)

Kenneth Branagh (My Week with Marilyn)

George Clooney (The Descendants)

Nick Nolte (Warrior)

Gary Oldman (Tinker Tailor Soldier Spy)

Christopher Plummer (Beginners)

Brad Pitt (Moneyball)

Jonah Hill (Moneyball)

Demian Bichir (A Better Life)

Max von Sydow (Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close)

Best Picture
The Artist

Midnight in Paris

The Help

The Descendants

Moneyball

War Horse

Extremely Loud & Incredibly Close

The Tree of Life

Hugo
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The Die Hard Liberal
We Have Suffered Enough!
Continued from Page 7
Folks it’s a vicious cycle that the
party of no keeps using to justify
their positions, a cycle based on
lies. The Obama budget would cut
$2.50 in taxes for every $1 raised
in taxes which would essentially
continue tax cuts. It has come to
the point that Republicans will
oppose anything the president proposes, it’s not even based on ideology anymore. When Republicans oppose a tax cut it means that
they are trying to sacrifice 160
million workers to protect 345,000
millionaires. First of all it doesn’t
make economic sense to sacrifice
the tax dollars of Americans to

protect the 1%, these tax dollars are
meant to be used to fund our public
services, for the people. Just as the
president acts up to defend the 99%
the guardians of the 1% armed with
super p.a.c donations and lies will
try to stop us. There is no reason as
to why they should be opposed to
cutting taxes for the middle class or
increasing funding for education. At
a time when the president is instituting reform for fiscal responsibility of college funding the GOP says
no. What kind of logic would deny
creating an efficiency fund for public higher education to keep tuition
low? The answer is simple even
though president Obama is trying to

instill free market competition by
incentivizing the lowering of tuition cost among universities the
Republicans do not base their
logic on economics or labor force
structure. Rather puritan ideology
which has failed. We the people
have suffered long enough, it’s
time we rise up to kick these protectors of the 1% out of office. A
nation is not built on whether a
millionaire decides to create jobs
with our stolen tax dollars. A nation is built on the backs of the
99% we have payed our fair share
its time they do too!
-Paolo Cremidis

Where is this on campus?
Have an opinion?

If you know where this odd bathroom is, email us at
CCCCrier@gmail.com and you could win $10! (Photo: Sebastian
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And congratulations to last week’s winner! Jsoutar@corning-cc.edu

